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ABSTRACT 

* Ail off diagonal statistical operator is defined, which, when 

combined with the Liouville equation, leads to a set of equations de

scribing physical processes within large systems* These equations are 

further developed to describe correlated fluctuations in systems in 

equilibrium or in a steady state* A number of diverse examples are 

treated, and it is shown that one can reproduce and amplify known re

sults; in addition, several new phenomena are predicted. Included in 

these examples are the Brown Twiss result on correlated photon emission 

and predictions on the phenomenon of photon bunching. Photon fluctua

tions in a laser are treated in some detail and results are obtained 

which agree better with experiment than previous theory. A description 

of the behavior of a laser as it moves from below threshold into a 

lasing condition is given and is shown to agree with the available ex

perimental data. When applied to solids, the method leads to predic

tions of phonon number fluctuations and to the fluctuation dissipation 

theorem in both the high and low temperature limits. The correlated 

fluctuations of a simple magnet are treated in general, and it is shown 

that at the Curie temperature the fluctuations vanish. This conclusion 

is substantiated by the available experimental data, in contrast to the 

classical thermodynamic prediction of large or infinite fluctuations at 

this point. The Barkhausen effect of magnetic noise is considered in 

viii 



ix 

terms of the simple model and results are derived which agree surpris

ingly well with experiment* 

The general method developed herein can also be used to treat a 

number of other problems of fluctuation phenomena and should be appli

cable to a general description of the steady state and nonequilibrium 

conditions. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation investigates some aspects of statistical 

physics. We begin with a reformulation of the concept of the off diag

onal statistical operator. Combining this with the Liouville equation, 

we derive a linear differential equation which describes the possible 

changes of the operator. From this equation, we obtain a general ex

pression for the number of correlated fluctuations for systems that are 

either in equilibrium or in the steady state. A number of diverse ap

plications of this general result are discussed, including the Brown 

Twiss result, fluctuations in a laser, the fluctuation dissipation 

theorem and several others. In this chapter, we briefly review the 

1 2 
role of the density matrix in quantum statistical mechanics* ' 

In many complex systems, it is often only possible to give the 

probability that the system is in the particular state represented 

by the Ket vector /m> . The average value of any observable quantity 

F is then given by 

<f> . {x )  

Here we have assumed that the state vectors are normalized to unity 

O*/*£> = £ , and that the probability has the property Q >0 

1 



and the normalization 

2 «*= 1 . (2 
•n 

It is convenient to describe such a system by means of the density op

erator or statistical operator , where 

m <3) 

The average value of the observable F is the trace of P F : 

< F > * T r t F  .  U )  

Often a density matrix with off diagonal elements is formed by 

expanding the state vectors 

/*» «=£ c, J p-> (5) 
p ' 

where the quantities C « are the expansion coefficients. Substitu-
r n\ 

ting this into the density operator gives the expression 

f-Z u>c4«„c'<p| (6) 

ijf 
The quantity C 0. C « » or some such variation, is sometimes re-

ferred to as the off diagonal density matrix* 



CHAPTER 2 

THE GENERALIZED STATISTICAL OPERATOR 

We find that the conventional definition of the off diagonal 

density matrix is too restrictive* As far as its effect on the system 

goes, it essentially retains its diagonal character. Therefore, we 

shall depart from convention and define a time dependent off diagonal 

statistical operator that is explicitly capable of moving the system 

from one state to another* This is something that the conventional off 

diagonal density matrix is incapable of doing because of its role in 

the diagonal density matrix. 

Using (3) and (6) as a guide, we propose to define a general

ized off diagonal statistical operator in the following manner 

The Bra-Kets are the Dirac notation and -t is the time variable. The 

term <2 is the time dependent system probability of finding a par-*1*1 (t) 

ticle, within the system, initially in a state (or n, ) and finally 

in a state vj (or vk. ), The determination of which is the initial 

state and which is the final state is made by the ordering operator p , 

whose properties are defined in the following manner. The off diagonal 

(7) 

3 



operator parts will operate on the Hamiltonian in either of two ways. 

From the left, 

L ( « y "  |W"'>P V/*-1 H - K>> <» -«<V,I H . (s) 

In such an expression, we define the effect of the ordering operator 

by adopting the convention that the first state vector in the statisti

cal operator to operate on the adjacent operator is the initial state* 

Clearly, the remaining state is the final state* Thus, in (8), h. is 

the initial state and v*. the final state* Similarly, operating on the 

Hamiltonian from the right gives 

Now >n is the initial state and n. the final state* 

Notice that in (9), we have now used to also order the in

dices on the system probabilities* In other words, we now use a common 

convention that the first index designates the final state and the sec

ond the initial state. The appearance of the double indices on CL 

or 0. serves to take into account not only the probability of 
11 

finding the system in some initial state, but also to weight the proba

bility that the system can exist in the final state* The nature of the 

final state weighting is determined by the statistics of the particles 

involved* Thus, consideration of the number of particles in the final 

state would be necessary for Fermions but unnecessary for Bosons or in 

the limit of classical statistics* Since most of what follows 



encompasses only the latter two cases, the subscripts on the system 

probabilities denoting the final state will be dropped. 

Defining the statistical operator elements as we have done, in 

no way alters the form or content of the diagonal elements from their 

conventional definition* This is seen from 

. (1Q) 

The ordering operator has no effect on the diagonal elements* How

ever, the off diagonal elements are very different from the convention-* 

al definition, which is based essentially on an expansion of the 

diagonal elements* 

As we have defined it, the off diagonal statistical operator is 

only a mathematical construct* It needs to operate on some other quan

tity just to determine which states are to be the initial states and 

which are to be the final states* Later we will show in more detail 

how it is related to the more familiar diagonal form. The off diagonal 

statistical operator will be shown to provide a description of the 

transitions that account for the fluctuations in averaged value quan

tities* These averaged value quantities are inherently concerned with 

sums over final states as they exist the instant the measurement obser

vation is made* The motivation for defining the off diagonal statisti

cal operator as we have is the opinion that the transitions that 

produce the fluctuations in the averaged value quantities are best de

scribed by generalizing the statistical operator used to calculate 

these averaged quantities* 



The introduction of the ordering operator p into the defini

tion of the generalized statistical operator stems from the need to 

take into account initial and final states of the transitions as they 

occur in the system*. This is particularly true in the case of Fermion 

systems where the augmented definition of the system probability 

is needed to weight both the initial and final states* Because it is 

concerned with transitions within the system, it will be shown that the 

off diagonal statistical operator elements arise quite naturally in 

conjunction with the interactions responsible for the transitions. 

Although this dissertation will concern itself solely with 

fluctuations in the equilibrium or steady states, where the concepts of 

a diagonal statistical operator and averaged value quantities are 

valid, there appears to be no obvious reason why the generalized off 

diagonal statistical operator cannot be extended to the more challeng

ing cases of nonequilibrium phenomena* 



CHAPTER 3 

DERIVATION OF RATE EQUATIONS 

Having arrived at a generalized form of the statistical oper

ator and rules governing its use, it is now necessary for us to apply 

it in a practical way. The quantities normally of most interest and 

most accessible to physical observation are the diagonal matrix ele

ments P , which represent probabilities and for which the follow-
* >m 

1 3 ing well-known relations hold ' 

Tr f = < V \ |  f |n> 
V Vvw Itl 

-X 
•\ 

and 

<r>-T r re -Y, r «« A * .  <l2> 

n * 
provided that F has only diagonal matrix elements* 

A 
In order to relate the off diagonal operator elements ̂  ̂ to 

x\ 
the diagonal form, we multiply P by the projection operator of 

x " cf > 
the final states and sum over all the initial states. It remains only 

to select the final state, which is done through the ordering operator 

"p • For example, arbitrarily choosing n as the final state, we have 

I K><n' L=I '*><"<"» p W" = 1 •» = t, 

* " (13) 
so that, of course 

£,„„>> = Cnn . 
(14) 
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The ensemble average of F , as given by (12), can then be ex

pressed in terms of the off diagonal statistical operator: 

<r> =T;Q7 Fit) = % ( Y  r< L J  
u 

rN><*'*>p% <*') =S . (15) 

Here we have arbitrarily called n the final state. However, we could 

just as well have called the final state and written 

. (16) 

We now want to calculate the time derivative of the expectation 

value of the specific observable quantity, the number density Kl • 

-£<n>-T.£(Nf ) .T r $t ->T r «$ . (w) 

Here we have used the operator notation because we are going to inter

pret the trace operation which gives the observable average as being a 

sum over final states of the system as they exist the moment the obser

vation is made* The situation that lends itself most readily to solu

tion is the equilibrium condition which requires that 

and -̂ -K> = ° . (16) 

JP 
Using the Liouville equation, we can now evaluate by 

st P 
first evaluating • and then transforming the off diagonal sta-

a t 
tistical operator elements to diagonal form by projecting out the 

final states and summing over the initial states* Applying the 



Ip 
Liouville equation to a l*pj! gives J-t 

dfiring") — r»n ct)  
</* 

mstsO 4. JL 
yt a H,f, vnrtjt) (19) 

In what follows, we propose to include in the commutator only 

those interaction Hamiltonians imposed on the system by the external 

world, and to avoid confusion we will write this as H= H • Next, con

sider the term . Let this reflect the changes produced in the 

system by processes internal to the system, such as relaxation and 
A 

 ̂fwi. has the same spontaneous fluctuations* We postulate that J*. 
form as the commutator of external interactions with . We write 

this as 
da 

a 
X A 

(20) 

where H is the internal interaction Hamiltonian. We now want to eval

uate expression (17) to find J<N* 
Jt 

. We will assume that the only 

changes in number density with time are due to spontaneous fluctua

tions, so that . (&N) W where W is the transition probability 
at 

per particle per unit time and AN is the number of fluctuating parti-

cles, and typically W * • But W involves the matrix elements 

j ft 
squared and we will show next that involves only matrix elements to 

the first power. This enables us to neglect the term Tr -2̂  f on 

the basis that 

(21) 

Treating the trace operation as a sum on final states, we have 

</<N> 
Jt =  ( n ^  

(22) 
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Recalling the formalism for converting the off diagonal statistical op

erator elements to diagonal form by projecting out the final states and 

summing over the initial states, and keeping in mind the role of the 

ordering operator in selecting initial and final states, we have 

ma 

But for the first term inside the parentheses Vw is determined to be 

the initial state, while for the second term n is the initial state. 

This leads to the expression 

7r> A/ ~ %~7~r [ ̂  
w >1 

tt 

"  i  S ( N »>. a *  /C  _  a -  J .  < 2 W  

One result immediately available from equation (24) is that the 

diagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements will not directly produce changes 

in the number density. Thus, if we let H- Hc and use the energy repre

sentation, 

"" a ^ 

(25) 

// - £ \ 

then 

~71 ' (26) 

Thus, the off diagonal elements of M are those which lead to changes* 

On the other hand, the transitions within the system occur randomly in 

time, and at any instant the two terms of (24) should not be expected 



to be precisely correlated. This constitutes a fluctuation about the 

equilibrium or steady state values, and will be dealt with in later 

chapters* 

The appearance of fluctuations suggests we re-examine the ini

tial assumptions that and = o . We propose to 
a*  

treat the number density as typically a large number* In this light, 

we can hold that the random fluctuation in the system probability 

and the effect of fluctuation in the wave function are of second order 

as compared to the fluctuations in the number density* We will neglect 

these second order effects* 

Equation (24) has several distinguishing features. First, it 

involves transition amplitudes, not matrix elements squared* This is 

due to the Liouville equation, which expresses the time derivative in 

terms of transition amplitudes. The second feature is the mixing of 

initial and final state values in each term, and reflects the way in 

which the off diagonal statistical operator was defined. Further, at 

equilibrium where there are no externally imposed interactions, f/ so , 

the equation is invariant under time reversal. For, if we replace "t by 

A A 
_ ± , we must also make the replacement f » which will leave 

the basic equation (24) unaltered, implying that a time reversal under 

equilibrium conditions will produce no physically observable results* 

The remainder of this dissertation deals with the application of this 

equation to a number of physical problems* 



CHAPTER 4 

THE RESULTS OF BOLTZMANN AND PLANCK 

In this chapter, the Boltzmann result for the ratio and 

Planck's law for photon number density are derived. We begin by con

sidering the fundamental equation (26) for » and» since the 

problem at hand is one of equilibrium, we set the external interaction 

Hamiltonian equal to zero, fV - 0 . While the value of will 

fluctuate with time, its average value taken over a suitable period of 

time must be zero at equilibrium. This can be written as 

<&> o.  ̂Hi - a. At,, Hi) ̂ (27) 

where the averaging over an extended period of time is denoted by the 

overhead bar, in contrast to the instantaneous system average denoted 

by the brackets ( y • Further, under equilibrium conditions all tran

sitions out of a given state to another state must be matched by an 

equal number of reverse transitions* This implies that each term in 

the above equation (27) must separately sum to zero, so we have 

0 * q f\l U* - q Kj U1 (28) 

12 
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For observations over an extended period of time, we can inter

pret this to require that 

where H signifies all the internal interaction terms allowed the 

system. This leads to the relation 

which is just the Boltzmann condition relating, at equilibrium, the 

ratio of the probabilities of finding a particle in states h and m 

to the ratio of the particle number densities in these respective 

states. 

Contained in this derivation is the subtle point that for the 

Boltzmann result to hold, the two states must be connected by some form 

of interaction. The definition of the system probabilities, O.̂  , can 

readily be extended to include systems with two or more types of dis

tinct particles. We could, then, easily imagine a system composed of 

two different types of noninteracting particles. In this case, the 

Boltzmann result will not generally hold if it involves the ratio of a 

system occupancy probability characteristic of one set of particles to 

that of the other set. 

The derivation of Planck's law parallels what has just been 

done* Again we assume that, at equilibrium and over some interval of 

time, every transition from state m to n must be matched by the 

(29) 

(30) 
Nmrn 



u 

reverse transition n to m , Then, as before. 

X 

a U U = a N W (31) 
Mh» ,Vh* nv,v»t n 1 I »wm . 

Now, since we are dealing with photons, let and Nĵ  he the 

i ix photon numbers and H the photon electron interaction* Then, by the 

well-known selection rules governing first order photon electron inter

action, 

N̂  . (32) 

Taking the case for which blhn- M„̂ +' and proceeding as before, 

we have 

aw _ /v/wK _ A/̂ */ 

"SCI " AU ' (33) 

But at equilibrium 

 ̂--<**»*« 4̂) 
e 

•H 
where (3 = and is the energy of the »t ̂  state, so that 

/C« 
/ 

(35) 

However, for I there has to be the emission of a photon, 

and the particle (atom) makes a transition from the higher energy state 

vn to the lower energy state n . Setting "Ku3,1h= » we obtain 

Planck's law 



We have so far developed two familiar and fundamental laws of 

equilibrium statistical physics* Rather than proceed further in this 

fashion, we will now turn to integrating, with respect to time, the 

basic rate equation (26). From this result we will derive a general

ized expression for fluctuations correlated both with respeot to time 

and space, and apply it to a number of examples. 



CHAPTER 5 

CORRELATED FLUCTUATIONS IN EQUILIBRIUM OR STEADY STATES 

In this chapter, we will develop a general expression for the 

average number of correlated pairs of transitions occurring in a system 

of particles either in equilibrium or in a steady state* By particles 

we mean either individual atoms or molecules, and for simplicity we 

will consider systems composed of only one type of particle. The re

sults can be easily extended to systems of several different particle 

types* Our starting point is equation (24), which describes the time 

derivative of the average number density 

»»,« " 

In order to save space, all of the interaction terms to which the sys

tem is subject have been included in the symbol H • 

Integration of this equation with respect to time gives an ex

pression for that explicitly contains terms responsible for 

fluctuations ^7) 

<A/(t)>= <M>> I jo ,  ItJt lWUt ' - fa  

The first term on the right hand side is the average number density 

<N.> =  X  M  . ... (38) 
m * 

16 
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and arises as the constant of integration. The second term contains 

the fluctuations about the average number density* We interpret 

as meaning the instantaneous ensemble average of the quantity 

As such, it is subject to fluctuations due to the occurrence of 

random transitions within the system* Since the system probability and 

number density in any state are averaged quantities, we can treat them 

as constants or slowly varying quantities and take them out of the in

tegrals* This amounts to neglecting the higher order contributions to 

their own fluctuations, a procedure which is acceptable for systems 

with a large number of particles but may be suspect for systems with 

only a small number of particles* The instantaneous average number 

density can now be written as 

•e t (39)  

< N«>>= <N.) +42 (a, 
»i,n Jo 'o 

At equilibrium, the fluctuations average to zero* This can be 

seen by recalling that under equilibrium conditions G K|. s a hi • 

The time integrals of the transition amplitudes are equivalent, so that 

while the transitions can occur at different times, it is only neces

sary to average over a sufficiently long time interval to find that the 

difference between the number of transitions from state m to n and 

that from state vi to m approaches zero* The time averaging of 

over the time interval T can be written as (40) 

k \ -  < X >  -  r i l  
O 0 * 
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After a long enough time "T~ » the difference between the two terms in 

the brackets will beoome zero, yielding the necessary result 

rf = . (u) 

0 

For the steady state, the situation is more complicated* The 

time average of the instantaneous number density must still be a con

stant* However, the number of transitions from any state vt to any 

other state vn no longer has to equal the number of inverse transi

tions from the state Yn to the state n • Furthermore, the steady 

state is usually maintained by some external source which must have 

fluctuations of its own* These also will be added to the system fluc

tuations* 

In order to obtain a measure of the number of correlated pair 

transitions per unit time, we will define the observable quantity 

(&Nf-  <N(t*r )  (Ni t** )  Mo) 

t t t ' 
(42) 

T is the correlation time for which the fluctuations are observed* 

In many cases of physical interest, T can be set equal to zero* The 

double bar denotes an average in time and a correlation in coordinate 

space in a manner which will be discussed in detail* The correlation 

in coordinate space is included because the interactions within the 

system are supposed to involve individual particles, among which there 

has to be some degree of common excitation if correlations are to oc

cur* We will assume that the system's density and organization is such 
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that only correlations between pairs of particles are important) al

though we will later consider several cases where this is not so* 

Substituting the appropriate expressions for from (39), 

and explicitly showing the volume and spatial correlation integrals, we 

obtain the following: 
(43) 

===== . t+r 

*£ • - av>Ns. 
*•,5 r t 

I C  KMHIO# in.. V <»> (')J, l°V0 

where now the overhead bar just symbolizes the time average. Note that 

the number densities and system probabilities are evaluated at the mo

ment the transition takes place* V is the system volume and c/3| is 

the differential element of that volume* Therefore, the integration 

over is an average over V • The integration over repre

sents the average effect of the spatial correlations arising from the 

spatial dependence of the system wave functions * The specific man

ner in which this can be done is discussed in detail later* 

We will now assume that each type of transition has its own 

characteristic rate and that this is different from all the other tran

sition rates in the system* This will lead to a desirable simplifi

cation* Let the time averaging be done over a long enough time 

interval so that the only contributions come from transitions occurring 
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at exactly the same rates* This eliminates the random correlations 

between different rates, and in doing so acts like a pair of delta 

functions relating y and S with « and vw. . The summation in equa

tion (43) is now greatly simplified, and it can be rewritten as 

The time integration which is signified by the overhead bar must still 

be done. 

Let us now consider in detail the first term in equation (44)* 

Results from the other terms will follow as an easy adaptation from: 

this* First, the single particle interaction potential will be taken 

to have the time dependent form 

— — t 

J*' 

(44) 

J 
(45) 
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where H is time independent and the choice of sign depends upon 

whether energy is emitted or absorbed in the interaction* Next, con

sider the wave function vp . The system is composed of a number of 

single particles which are distributed in some manner in the coordinate 

space of the system* Since we are dealing with ensemble averages for 

which the probabilities of the internal states of a single particle are 

given by Q , we can write the system wave function as a product of a 
*1. 

single particle part which describes the internal states times a spa

tial part which describes the distribution of the particles in space* 

The Ket l*>> is assumed independent of time* The spatial wave function 

has the following property 

where Nl0 is the total number of particles in the system* The transi

tion matrix elements become 

And 

(46) 

(47) 

= w. 

OtjHIO- $\j) S,f-r i iB) 

=  M  H i  
(49) 
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We can now write the first term in the correlated pair fluc

tuation expression as 

Since we have assumed that the interaction potential is not a function 

of a particle's location in space, it can he taken out of the spatial 

integrals* We can now define the conditional pair distribution func

tion as 

f  ^  
=  X . s ' f " W > ,  ( 5 1 )  

where we have explicitly shown the time dependency, T "O i® 

the conditional probability of having encountered a particle at time ~t 

and location ̂  , and of then finding a second particle at a time "t +f 

later and at a distance ^ away from the first* "V equals correlation 

time and V£ the correlation distance. This definition of is 

similar to one given by L. Van Hove^ (See also Miinster^), and is rela

ted to the pair correlation function of the virial expansion.^ Under 

the conditions of equilibrium or steady state, we are going to assume 

that C? / f T -ts) is independent of time, allowing us to drop the argu-
v <> » ' 

ment "t * This allows the particle positions to vary with time, but 

holds the probability of a double encounter independent of time* 
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For a more complete discussion of Ocy^ t-v) » W9 rofsr the reader to 

either of the above-mentioned references or, for a slightly different 

7 
application, to some of the papers of Kirkwood* 

Because it is independent of time, }f) can come out of 

the time average, leaving the first term in the form 

•t " 

* -djt'fk" (52) 

O "v 

The time average can be handled in the following manner* We first 

evaluate the time integrals due to the interaction 

'  f j i ' f  J i"  - *  fit 
* 1 1  e e = ? ?  £ 3,11 *  >  („, 

where 

@ ^ . 
This result can be put into more manageable form by noting that gener

al st 
ally the time t is sufficiently long so that &s_ is a sharply 

t 0* 
peaked function* Making use of the relation 

L/vn J_ 
•£ 77" 

S('f1 a* 

0 

= s(<?) 
(54) 
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we have 

. r _/ Gf 
= znt  ace.- )  c  *  

- & N't ^(0) . (55) 

Taking the time average is now a simple process and the first 

term of equation (44) can be written in a final form as 

|Wj <5« 

8inoe icf-lH-f. (57> 

With each term appropriately modified, the expression for the average 

correlated num'ber fluctuation per unit time can be written as 

^  - / A 2  ( < \ T ,  N „ %  N „ v >  f  I H J  . e )  G ^ - 9  
J ht/1' 

~ hL*(rJ Tf IH*J ^ -̂c  ̂+ at) C 

+ **»»<• a«(r)̂ »»i(0) ̂ mv>v) | (58) 
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What we have developed is a theory of correlated pair fluc

tuations which depends mainly on the averaged values of equilibrium or 

steady state quantities. The fluctuations arise from correlated quan

tum transitions between like states in pairs of particles separated in 

space by a distance . The probability of a transition occurring is 

just the standard quantum mechanical expression. The probability of 

two correlated transitions is taken into account by the conditional 

pair correlation function Gt^ which measures the chance of two 

particles seeing essentially the same interaction potential. 

The complete expression for the number of correlated pairs of 

transitions is a sum of four terms, each of which contains the above-

mentioned probabilities and each distinguished from the others by the 

four ways of finding the energy states of the two correlated particles. 

Of these terms, the first and fourth describe correlated transitions 

that can be detected external to the system, as they represent a cor

related energy emission or lack of emission from the system. 

The effects of the second and third terms are more subtle. 

They represent a continuous interchange of energy between particles 

within the system and not observable outside it. On the average, they 

conserve energy but need not do so for short time intervals. At any 

instant of time, some amount of energy attributable to these fluctua

tions must be in "flight" between particles and, in a way, lost to the 

particles which comprise the system. 

We shall apply the general expression for the number of corre

lated pair transitions to several diverse examples, and show that it is 



capable of deriving previously-known results and of predicting new 

results as well* 

The Conditional Pair Probability Function 

Before going on, it is worthwhile to digress and investigate, 

in a limited way, the function G»ive>r) » conditional probabil

ity of finding a pair of particles a distance y£ and a time f apart, 

and also the correlation integral defined as: 

--A= "vK/Pl • 

(59) 

Van Hove^ has devoted a considerable amount of effort to the 

study of the conditional pair probability function. It is not our in

tention to repeat in any detail what has been done, but rather to try 

to give a physical picture of this expression and, in one limiting 

case, establish an acceptable approximation. Van Hove points out that 

the above expression cannot rightly be integrated with respect to <JS^ 

because the coordinate operators belong to different times and do not 

commute. 

We will try to avoid this difficulty by a more intuitive ap

proach. The correlation integral is applied to all of the particles in 

the system. However, it can equally well be written in terms of the 

correlation integral for one typical particle multiplied by the number 
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of particles in the system, so that 

•= -^rf C(S ?)<! . (60) 

4V 

Here f) *s the conditional probability of encountering an in

itial particle, and of then finding a second particle at a distance 

and a time T removed from the first# is the number of particles 

in the system and A V is the volume of integration in which the cor

relation is to occur. In the limit as A V grows to include all re

gions of the system, the number of correlations with the original 

particle is hja- I , which is just the number of particles in the 

system that can form pairs with the initial particle; therefore 

' ^ * = ̂  ̂  "/)• (61) 

This is the expected result,but it is of little use in systems in 

which the interactions that the individual particles are subjected to 

do not extend equally to all particles in the system. 

The essence of the spatial structure of any substance which we 

shall consider will appear in the conditional probability and the cor

relation integral. For example, a well-ordered crystalline array 

would give quite different values for the correlation integral if the 

direotion of correlation were taken only along the crystal planes or if 

it were taken along some other direction that seldom encountered a sec

ond particle. The same holds true for the even more highly ordered 

systems encountered in biology: the correlated integral will be highly 
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direction-dependent* Certain phase transitions will also affect the 

correlation integral and the conditional pair probability. However, 

all these systems are unduly complicated for our purposes* 

We will restrict ourselves to the consideration of systems 

whose particle locations in coordinate space are purely random or suf

ficiently dense so that the correlation integral is independent of 

direction. But direction still has an important role to play, as will 

be found later when we consider correlations involving photons or pho-

nons* In most of the cases which we will consider, the correlation 

volume element J3^ can be written as 

4/4 (62) 

where A A is typically the cross section for the correlating inter

action. The correlation integral then becomes 

(63) 
o 

where Jl is the mean path length. 

In order to put this integral into a form that we can inte

grate, we will allow the correlation volume to extend over the mean 

path length for the correlating interaction*. The mean probability of 

finding a particle along this path becomes equal to unity* But this is 

very muoh the same as the conditional pair probability: having found 

one particle, how far do you have to go to find a second particle? Ue 

will now assume that for this case the correlation integral can be re

placed by its average value, and in particular, the average value of 
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the conditional pair probability is set equal to unity* This approxi

mation gives the result 

j s 
(64) 

In a later chapter, we shall give a justification for terminating the 

integral at a mean path length, and show that this assumption leads to 

reasonable results. 



CHAPTER 6 

correlated photon fluctuations 

In the next few chapters, we will apply the generalized pair 

correlation expression to several examples* We will begin by consider

ing a gas at equilibrium or in steady state with photon radiation* We 

will determine the correlated fluctuations in photon number due to 

first and second order effects in the photon electron interaction* The 

first order terms involve single annihilation and creation operators, 

and rather than writing out the expression for the correlated number 

density fluctuations per unit time, it is more instructive to present 

it in a symbolic form, as shown in Figure 1 on the following page* The 

middle photon appearing in the picture represents, symbolically, the 

presence of stimulating photons* Each term represents, symbolically, 

the corresponding term in the general expression for the number of cor

related pairs of photons occurring under the photon electron interac

tion* The area enclosed by the dashed lines represents the region over, 

which the stimulating photon is felt* It is in this region that G(vj/r) 

represents the probability of finding a second particle to excite* The 

separation time T between the two interactions shown in the graphs is 

just the correlation time* The second and third terms do not contri

bute to the number of correlations that would be seen by an observer 

external to the system, since these photons do not leave the system* 

The external observer could only detect the presence of correlations in 
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(&Nf x > .  
x — > ' j correlated pair creation 

"N. ̂ 

stimulator 

__ J correlated creation and annihilation - jf-

M 

correlated annihilation and creation / 

correlated annihilation 

Fig* 1. Pictorial representation of correlated fluctuations due to 
photon annihilation and creation processes. 
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the first and fourth terms* If we imagine that the external observer 

views the system through a filter or some other device that allows him 

to look at emission lines due to individual transitions, we can drop 

the summation signs in the fluctuation expression. In addition, we 

will allow the observer the ability to look for correlations at any 

correlation time T and with an instrument that has a resolution time 

A • The number of correlated pairs of externally observable photons 

for any transition is given by (58) to be 

+ ( 6 5 »  

Prom Figure 1, we can interpret the first term of equation (65) 

above as describing correlated emission and the fourth term as describ

ing correlated absorption occurring in transitions between the >n and n 

energy levels. We will next show that the first term leads to the ex-

g 
perimental results of Brown and Twiss. 

The Brown Twiss Experiment 

Consider a gas of radiating atoms. An observer sits outside 

the radiating system and measures the arrival times of the emitted pho

tons* If the radiating system were purely random, there should be only 

a small chance of correlations occurring in arival time. Brown and 

Twiss observed significant correlations in arrival time. 
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We propose the following interpretation of this result* At any 

instant of timet the atoms in the system are surrounded by a random 

photon bath. If an atom in such a surrounding can be stimulated to 

emit a photon, then, by the nature of the photon electron interaction, 

the emitted photon will have the same wave vector and polarization as 

the stimulating photon and, for a short time, the photon distribution 

in that region of space will no longer be random. If another emitter 

can be found and stimulated within this time, there exists an increased 

likelihood that its photon will be correlated with the first. Gener

ally, the random nature of the photon distribution is quickly restored 

by photon absorption. Still, a significant number of correlated pho

tons are able to escape the system to produce correlated photon pairs 

at a remote detector. 

Since we are interested in correlations between two photons, we 

need consider only the first term in equation (65), which we will write 

as 

&!mJ = f /u'Wvk,)/C<^A 

(66) 
where 

* »t 1 

or pictorially 

is the average photon number density after the first 



interaction* After the second interaction, the average photon number 

density is Nj,.- = Kj + / • The interaction matrix element squared 
'"i 

is taken to be that of the photon electron interaction^ with a slight 

modification 

"X |<vi|e'* " eM* Ivn>| 

= (-**-)"' <67) 

The modification is the presence of the term J in

stead of the term J *s normaHy present in the 

square of the matrix element describing emission of a single photon by 

a single particle* It arises from the need to take into account the 

effect of the additional photon in stimulating the emission of the sec

ond photon* For the sake of convenience, the correlation probability 

has been written so as to define an inverse mean lifetime for forming 

correlated pairs, ^ .Tn>*i J . The factor of two has been included to 

account for both directions of photon polarization* It would not ap

pear for polarized photons* We note that the correlated photons have 

identical wave vectors K and polarization «* • The average number 

of correlated photon pairs, with frequency U->Mvn and correlation time f, 

emitted per unit time per unit volume of the source becomes 

^  " F  / •  ( 6 8 ,  
hm 
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Experimentally) what is observed are the number of correlated 

photon pairs with a correlation time T arriving at a detector usual

ly remotely located from the source* In their experiment) Brown and 

Twiss divided the incoming photon beam with a half-silvered mirror, and 

then measured the correlations in photon arrival time between the di

vided beams. In order to compare the above result with experiment, we 

must express it in terms of the quantities observed at the detector. 

The number of photons Nj arriving at the instrument in a time 

T, in terms of the number of particles present in the source Nl„ , 

the probability that these particles will be in a state m to emit 

a photon, the probability for emission, and the attenuation << between 

the source and detector, is given as 

. (69) 

But for emission 

I M  I  S  t \= 2 

T nm 
(70) 

where Tt,*, is the mean lifetime of the m to n transition when no 

stimulating photons are present. The average number of photons arriv

ing at the detector in a time intervalT becomes 

1_X1 (71) 

Eaoh of the split beams experiences an additional attenuation due to 
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the beam splitter. Let the attenuation of the beam splitter be (3f 

and (J for beama 1 and 2, respectively* Then the total attenuation 

experienced by photon beam 1 is 

o<, = pf«K (72) 

and the total attenuation of beam 2 is 

. (73> 

Because of the nature of the beam splitter, 

(3*-02.= /. (74) 

Denoting the average number of photons that pass down beams 1 and Z by 

N, and Nl^ i from continuity requirements it follows that 

N= M, + K|^ , (75) 

The number of correlations in the arrival of these photons with 

a correlation time f is 

( ̂ ̂<r)) — ( ̂ ̂nr) + ̂  <r>) (76) 
# 

The cross correlation between photon beams 1 and 2 follows direotly as 

( A ̂'<r) A = T[(* tyw) ~ (A " ( A ̂ cr>)] (77) 

The photons arriving at the detectdr will exhibit the same correlation 

behavior as at the source, except that allowance has to be made for 

attenuation. The number of photon pair correlations arriving at the 

detector in a time interval T is given by 

 ̂= <* N/hn (* 0. f CCr( p (78) 
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The split beams experience the additional attenuation of the beam 

splitter, and their pair fluctuations are 

M ,  J = *  f t  r  q A  ( 7 9 )  

AV 

and 

(a J = * e, < (*e2 it*') Q^, _ 

h>*v AIZ 

Substituting these equations into the cross correlation expression 

gives 

(-*.-1J = V-5[HiX0'"*'*1/. (81) 
a* 

Introducing the expression for the number of photons arriving at the 

detector, as given in equation (72), the above result can be expressed 

as 

- jL. (if m 

Recall that Nl is the average number of photons at the detector, and 

N0 the number of particles at the source* The mean lifetime with 

no stimulators present, T° » is readily seen from (67) and (70) to 
h 

be related to the mean correlated lifetime 

fc _ 

fK* (83) 

£ «  
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Finally, if we let the beam splitter form the two beams with 

equal intensities) 

IS/, = Kl,.- £ (84) 

and 

& - &  = •£-  ,  (8 5 )  

we obtain from (82) a result similar to that of Puroell in his ele-

mentary treatment of the Brown Twisa effect 

( A Al dhJi ) = ^*1 J f  r  ,3  \  
\ '(f> <*>/ g -j- ^ J ""J (®6) 

For the term in the brackets, Purcell obtains a correlation time T0 , 

which, he states, is approximately the reciprocal of the band width* 

Our result is a bit more complicated, but it has the same dependence on 

/\j and ~T~ • 

We can interpret the correlation integral performed over all 

particles in t he system as equivalent to the number of particles in 

the system times the average correlation integral for one pair of 

particles. 

/ cc>.jv< - U-u 

= ^ / Gtn r, J'r> , (87) 

where £ t <-t, m is the conditional probability of encountering a single 

pair of particles a distance *~c and a time T removed from each other. 

Because the observer is only looking for correlations with correlation 
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times equal to V ± A , where A is the resolution time of the mea

suring instrument and is assumed symmetrically distributed about a time 

T , the correlation integration has limits that extend a distance 

(f- %)c to ir* 4) c away from the initial particle. C is the 

photon velocity in the system. The correlation integral represents the 

number of particles in this region that, can be correlated with the in

itial particle. Substituting this form into the cross correlation ex

pression gives; 

^M,>) -,j£( { <4 6(,,„ a) 

* '• (88) 

In essence, we differ from the Purcell result by the factor 

tt/ <89) 

But it is only natural that this term should appear here since it re

presents the average probability of encountering a second particle in 

a volume av > separated by a distance ?*< away from the first par

ticle. This is a necessary requirement if the pair of correlated tran

sitions are to occur. 

The only way that the correlation time T enters into the right 

hand side of the above equation is through G-^,*5) • This suggests 

that by measuring the cross correlation function, (a , as a 

function of T , it should be possible to obtain a measure of the av

erage probability of encountering a pair of particles as a function of 

particle separation, and by so doing, obtain a measure of the particle 

number density. In practice, the potentially correlating photon can be 
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absorbed before producing a correlation. This self-absorption by the 

system has to be taken into account by modifying the cross correlation 

integral to include an exponential decay 

= T->~[C~r>A e 1*" ' *  
\ N• «- " I {so) 

where ^ corresponds to the mean optical path length for the 

transition* 

For simple systems in which the particles are distributed ran

domly and with uniform density throughout the system volume, the prob

ability of finding a second particle in a volume A V at a distance t<-

from the initial particle is a constant. This implies that the average 

correlation integral is a constant. If, in addition, the state prob

ability does not depend on the particle's location within the sys

tem, the mean optical path length can be directly determined by 

knowledge of the cross correlation function (<&Nt ̂  A as a 

function of correlation time. From this information, we can arrive at 

the average particle number density and, with knowledge of the amount of 

light output, we can determine the temperature of the radiating system. 

In the case of a more realistic system, such as a distant star, 

neither the particle number density nor the probability Q are uni-

form in space, presenting a more complicated problem. However, it may 

be that self-absorption takes place over a relatively short distance 

where these quantities are essentially uniform in spaoe, and the anal

ysis of the simple system can then be applied. 
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In order to determine the mean optical path length accurately, 

the resolution time £> of the measuring apparatus must be such that 

The same would hold true if the system had any structure. 

Photon Bunching 

We now want to briefly consider the concept of photon bunching, 

and we begin by examining the second term in equation (65) for observ

able correlations* This term describes the fluctuations due to corre

lated absorption which, to the observer, would appear as a correlated 

interval in time when he would observe no photons* It has already been 

shown that the lifetime of a correlated pair emission is 

c T° 
M 

T = - n m  
^vn (83) 

while the lifetime for single photon emission is 

_ <r° T = —7̂  (91) 
Nnt. . 

This leads to the relation 

o-'1" _ / ̂11^ 

/(M„ + »)_ ' ' <92) 

implying that photons are most likely to appear bunched together since 

7~c < X" • It is just as easily shown that the same relation holds 
1 ** MM 

for correlated photon pair absorption, which correspondingly implies 

that "holes" in the photon arrival times are also bunched together* It 

-I 
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is of interest to consider the ratio of the two terms in the photon 

number fluctuation (65), that is, the ratio of the correlated number 

to that of the cor-fluctuation of photons, denoted by pKiTi** 

related number fluctuation of holes, (A hJn 
-t | hole* 

_ (93) 

We have hesitated to perform the obvious cancellation of the 

photon number densities, because the above expression is valid at the 

source location only* At a remote detector, attenuation will affect 

the number of photon arrivals, and the numerator only must be appropri

ately modified. Making the assumption that and denoting 

the attenuation effects by o< , we can write that 

. <»> 

Because of attenuation effects above, the number of correlated inter

vals when no photons arrive will predominate over the number of corre

lated pairs of photons that are observed at the detector. It should be 

possible to experimentally observe this phenomena, although we have not 

been able to find such experimental data in the literature. 



CHAPTER 7 

CORRELATED PHOTON FLUCTUATIONS DUE TO SCATTERING 

We now consider fluctuations due to photon electron scattering. 

The scattering process, of course, involves the second order terms in 

the photon electron interaction Hamiltonian*9 By symbolically writing 

the fluctuations, we are led to Figure 2 on the following page* The 

other diagrams are easily inferred* Each one symbolizes a process 

whioh is independent of the other fluctuation processes* All of the 

remarks concerning the figure of the first order processes apply here* 

Consider now an experiment similar to that of Brown and Twiss* 

An observer is located external to a system in which there is consider

able scattering, and measures the correlated number fluctuations of the 

photons that leave the system* Again, assume that he looks at photons 

of only one frequency, CJ. * For photon pair correlation, only the 

first term in the expression for is applicable* 

Writing out a typical term in the pair correlation expression, 

we get 

(AP =l̂ r-
(95) 

Rather than writing the complete expression for ^ > we will 

just extract the photon number dependent part in order to illustrate 

43 
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Pictorial representation of correlated scattering processes 
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density* 

(96) 

The Laser Operating Below Threshold 

We are going to restrict the problem somewhat by considering a 

specifio case, the laser, initially operating below threshold but still 

with a high enough photon number density to justify scattering effects 

predominating over the effects of photon annihilation and creation* 

Because of the geometry of the laser, the photon number density along 

the axis of the laser is very nearly equal to the average photon number 

density in the laser, 

^ivx" ' (97) 

In addition, we will allow only the conditional pair probability func

tion Cr< y-c yt) to be dependent on particle separation. We will assume 

that because the photon number density is so high, scattering is almost 

a certainty, and the correlation integral becomes solely dependent on 

the interparticle separation. The correlated photon fluctuations of 

the laser output beam can be written as 

1 
(98) 

where is a constant and represents the cumulative effect of all 

the dependence of the correlated fluctuation on the number 

For photon electron scattering, we have that 

Here k is the wave vector and °< is the polarization* 
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the terms contributing to pair correlations! from which we have ex

tracted and explicitly written out the photon number density. Me have 

arrived at the prediction that for laser systems operating below 

threshold but with a large photon number density, the correlated fluc

tuations per unit time is very closely proportional to the fourth power 

of the number density* This assumes that the system is in a situation 

where the occupation probability Q.^ is only weakly dependent on 

photon number* 

There is some evidence that this may indeed be correct. A 

paper by C. Freed and H. Haus,** describing a photon counting experi

ment on a gas laser, contains a plot, shown in Figure 3, of the ratio 

of excess noise to shot noise, Sq/S% » versus the photoelectron count 

rate occurring in a photomultiplier monitoring the laser output. 

E BELOW 
THRESHOLD, ABOVE 

THRESHOLD 

<5 
vr 
• 

PHOTOELECTRON RATE nfcec) 

Fig. 3. Ratio of excess noise to shot noise versus 
laser power.^ 



The excess noise fluctuations are due to the fluctuations in the number 

of photons arriving at the photocathode• The number of photoelectrons 
I 

per second is directly proportional to the photon number density in the 

laser. 

In examining the graph, look in the region labeled Below Thres

hold, and look, not at the solid or dashed curves, but at the actual 

data points* On the log log plot, a straight line with a slope of 4 

makes an excellent fit to all the data points. Over the region of fit, 

the photoelectron count rate and, hence, photon number density in the 

laser, changes only by about a factor of 6. We can then assume that 

the occupancy probabilities change only slightly so near laser thres

hold and, further, that the shot noise in the photomultiplier remains 

nearly constant. The experimental data of Freed and Haus provides sup

port extending over three orders of magnitude of noise .fluctuations 

that o< N* • It must be mentioned however, that Freed and 

Haus suggest an alternative explanation, that of contributions from 

other laser modes, to explain the data points. This explanation ao-

oounts for the dashed curve in Figure 3. 

Correlated Fluctuations in Photons Emitted 
Off the Direction of the Laser Beam 

It is also possible to predict that for observations made off 

the direction of the laser beam, the correlated fluctuations in photon 

number density are very nearly proportional to the square of the laser 

photon number density* This is readily accomplished by noting that for 

the typical laser, the number of photons moving in any direction but the 
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laser beam is very small* Indeed, after the emission of a photon in an 

off beam direction, the number of photons in this direction and in the 

immediate area of the emitter is one* The probability of a correlated 

emission of a second photon is thus proportional to 

^ (99) 

The correlated fluctuations in an off beam direction are 

-(') aoo) 

which is just the result we set out to show* 

A Simple Description of Laser Operation Based on Fluctuations 

Next, we will illustrate a process by which the essentially 

random photons in the laser operating below threshold are converted in

to the highly coherent photon beam that characterizes the laser oper

ating above threshold* In particular, we will show how the correlated 

fluctuations provide a simple account of the laser behavior as it goes 

from below threshold into a lasing condition* 

Below threshold, the photons traveling up and down the laser 

tube are nearly randomly spaced in time* Some of these photons are 

correlated with others to form correlated photon pairs, but the cor

relation time is a random variable* Now consider that happens aa the 

photon number density is gradually increased* We have already shown 
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that the correlated photon number fluctuations increase as the fourth 

power of the photon number density. However, these correlated photons 

are also being increasingly bunched together as the. photon number den

sity increases, because the probability of correlated scattering is 

proportional to 

N (N +i\. * N* 
"W • (loi) 

The time between two correlated photons is proportional to the inverse 

of the correlated scattering probability, so that the correlation time 

is shrinking as the inverse square of the photon number density. The 

correlation and bunching effects increase rapidly ( Nf and Nl^ , 

respectively) with increasing photon number density, until a number 

density is reached where a significant number of correlations between 

three or more photons begin to occur. This new effect further in

creases the local photon number density, and now regions of increased 

photon number density, in which the photons are all correlated, are de

veloping in the laser* The system is now in an unstable state. In

creasing the photon number density increases the photon bunching, which 

makes it increasingly likely that scattering will be stimulated to take 

place within the bunched regions. All these scattered photons will be 

correlated with the photons of the bunched region, thus further aug

menting their number density. With increasing photon number density, 

the process goes quickly to completion. The laser will contain a num

ber of regions that move along its axis and in which the photon number 

density is very large. All of these photons are correlated or, what 

amounts to the same thing, in phase. The system is now lasing. 
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There are two aspects of this concept of laser operation that 

are subject to observation* First, that the laser output should con

sist of a series of light pulses and second, that below threshold the 

correlation time should vary inversely as the photon number density. 

There are some experimental observations available which sup

port both of these hypotheses* A* L. Schawlow^ cites an experiment in 

which researchers at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, using a special 

high speed photographic technique, have photographically recorded the 

output of a laser as a series of intense light pulses* For the second 

point, the bunching of correlated photons as the photon number increas

es, we return to the paper of Freed and Haus and suggest an interpre

tation of their experimental results,.which are shown in Figure 4* 

They have presented data on the bandwidth of the "excess noise" speo-

trum, or what we would call fluctuation spectrum, as a function of 

photon number density. But the bandwidth of the "excess noise" is di

rectly proportional to the number of correlations with mean correlation 

time T* , where 
Hvn. 

( r *  1 1-1 x 
(102) 

\ nmj " -ix I 

We have extracted the explicit photon number dependency from the inter

action matrix element, and have denoted what remains as 1 • 

What is important here is that the mean correlation time at high 

photon number densities is inversely proportional to the square of the 



photon number density* Therefore, the number of correlations with 

correlation time T , or in other words, the bandwidth of the fluctu

ations , is also inversely proportional to the photon number density 

squared. Now examine Figure 4 in the region labeled Below Threshold. 
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Fig. 4. Bandwidth versus lsser power.11 

If we consider only the experimental data points, we find that these 

are closely fit on the log log plot by a straight line with a slope 

that is inversely proportional to the square of the photon number den

sity. This seems to agree with their data at least as well as the 

dashed line which is based on additional modes contributing. 

Finally, in the region above threshold, the laser operates as 

a laser, its photons bunched together into regions of high number den

sities of in phase photons. The previous analysis which dealt with 

photon pair correlations probably does not hold here* It would appear 

more appropriate to treat the photon bunches as separate entities, 
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probably with a Poisson distribution, and apply an analysis similar to 

that of Freed and Haus to this node of laser operation* 



CHAPTER 8 

CORRELATED PHONONS IN A SOLID 

We will next consider correlated phonon number fluctuations as 

they occur in a solid. We begin by writing the correlated fluctuations 

in terms of correlations with respect to a single particle, keeping 

just those parts of the general expression that contribute to the ob

servable effects. 

I  

NwIf-/«J Q ĉJ-r>  ̂

(103) 

For fluctuations in the entire system, this expression must be multi

plied by the total number of particles, N0 • We will see later how 

this factor arises in a familiar manner. 

We note that in observing phonon number fluctuations in a so

lid, we typically observe all the fluctuation processes simultaneously, 

not selectively, as was done in the case of photon fluctuations. This 

permits a simplification of the fluctuation expression because both 

53 
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terms contribute equally to the overall fluctuations, so that 

(104) 

FluotuationB at High Temperature 

First, consider the high temperature region where fluctuations 

caused by scattering phenomena dominate over those caused by annihil

ation and creation processes. To facilitate matters, we will write the 

inverse mean lifetime of a state w\ going to a state n because of a 

scattering transition in which no additional stimulating phonons are 

present as 

The inverse mean lifetime of state vw undergoing a transition to 

-i 9 

(105) 

found to be 

state when there are Isly»n stimulating phonons present is 

(106) 

In an analogous way, the inverse mean lifetime for a pair of correla

ted scattering transition is given by 

(r'J- MMr.fc/' . 
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It is appropriate to consider this latter term when dealing with corre

lated fluctuations, enabling us to write the correlated number density 

fluctuations as 

do8) 

If we restrict ourselves to equilibrium, we can use the Planck 

distribution for the equilibrium phonon number density 

(\J = L 

and 

' ~ 
for high temperatures* But these are phonon number densities averaged 

over all directions in space. In particular, the number in any one di-

*L? C 
rection with wave vector K is only a small fraction * of this over

all average 

•= $ Nvin . (109) 
*-< 

We can now write the inverse mean lifetime for correlated 

scattering as 

(r;4'= sAU^jfr/j" _ (uo) 

We will assume that for the typical solid at normal room temperatures, 
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the phonon number density in any particular direction is less than one, 

«l • 131011 

M 

(111) 

Next, consider the integration over the correlation variable 

rc • We assume that the only term that depends on this variable is 

the conditional pair probability G v. re ?) » 30 "that the fluctuation 

expression becomes 

K,*JC)'/A . (112) 

In doing the integration over the correlation length y* , we need only 

consider integrating up to those distances that correspond to the mean 

scattering length 

= = ^ (113) 

where C is the phonon velocity in the system* 

The concept of the mean life of a state v* going to a state n 

under a scattering transition is, for the oase at hand, dependent on 

phonon number density* This is in contrast to the case of the laser, 

where the photon number density is so extreme and the scattering proba

bility so high that the correlation lengths depend mainly on the inter-

particle separation* For the present case, the upper limit of 

integration represents the point beyond which the competition from 

other possible scattering directions has effectively eliminated corre

lations* Finally, to make the integration tractable, we are going to 
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make some reasonable determination of the pair probability function, 

Gc-r€,-K) • In particular, we are going to make the simple assumption 

(discussed on p. 28) that the probability of a phonon finding a second 

particle within a mean path length of the first is unity* Then, by 

equation (64), the correlation integral is 

(114) 

and the fluctuations beoome 

¥ - hT~ * 
(115) 

But 

(iiSrn.iHJC) (SAU" %: 

- (S (116) 

The effects of the interaction have now been essentially eliminated, 

leaving the fluctuations in the form 

(—) = 2T a a hJ c 
v*l,»V * (117) 

Ve will next use the standard approximation that the particles compris

ing the system behave like a set of uncoupled harmonic oscillators, en

abling the probabilities to be written as 

a = -S 
(118) 
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where 

z =(* . (119) 

Also, we let , which amounts to saying that the proba

bility of finding a particle in state vn. is independent of the states 

of other nearby particles* Finally, using the relation 

1. <•>.,„= I 

we make the transformation 

(120) 

where is the density of states. Substituting these into the fluc

tuation expression, we have 

— - 2J r( M^-^r- +//<!* —. 

(121) 

The sum on vn is readily done, and the fluctuation expression is re

duced to 

(4NJ 

J « '  s«,k « leV -l I V .  (122)  

Since we are dealing with high temperatures, it is appropriate to take 
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corresponding limits here, giving 

' kt 

i c S  •'_aA 
V 

W /77 w 
(a/Te)J (123) 

In evaluating » we have assumed that all phonon polariza

tions travel at the same velocity* A more sophisticated analysis can 

easily be accommodated* The term in brackets is strongly reminiscent 

of the Debye theory of the specific heat of a solid* In fact, in that 

theory it represents the number of modes of vibration, 3 • We can 

thus follow Debye and write 

(& M) _ 3 lI c"' a A 
— 7 N. c » — (124) 

where N0 is the number of particles in the system* But in a time *t , 

• 9 
the volume occupied by those phonons moving in a. direction k is given 

by 

c i/__ C* A 
z # (125) 

The factor of two iappears because half the phonons move in the opposite 

direction* Finally, the number fluctuations become 

(AN)'= 3 A/. .  (126) 



The significant thing here is that for a solid, the phonon number fluc

tuations are essentially independent of temperature for high tempera

tures* This result is reminiscent of the usual statistical mechanical 

result for an ideal gas. 

Fluctuations at Low Temperature 

Now we will briefly discuss the phonon fluctuation behavior at 

low temperature. In this limit, phonon annihilation and creation pro

cesses predominate over phonon scattering processes, so we will allow 

only these first order processes to appear in the interactions. Every

thing proceeds as in the high temperature case, only now the inverse 

mean correlated lifetime becomes 

~ / ̂ ' ("c.) _ (127) 

The inverse mean lifetime when phonon stimulators are present is 

( r j ~  ( l 2 S )  

In both these cases, refers to the mean lifetime of state 
' 1 Ht 

going to state v\ via annihilation or creation processes* The 



fluctuations in this limit are 
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{-¥ = 11< IfMMT«$iV ̂ T-
*n J » ,vh« 

- i\ f S/ftA AHus. I fj + c aA 
»/„< S= / lN"->+1^ V . 

Taking the limit as o , the number density becomes 

-Aii 

and 

Li'yy\ Sj = £ 
7"-» o  ̂

.4 
Livn IkV _ J_ 
T"'0 S,nk % * 

while 

.ivn 
7^6 

The phonon fluctuations now become 

* \Z r "!<*.* 3--L 

(AJ  ̂ = s^.f ,TC ^ 
*  v / r l  ( W  

(129) 

v/r (^c) 

We have again emulated Debye in assuming that at low temperatures the 

upper limit of integration is effectively so large that it can 

be replaced by infinity* The correlated number fluctuations follow in 



& straightforward, manner as 

(4W) = . <«i> 

The correlated number fluctuations at low temperatures vanish 

as the cube of the temperature* Also of interest is the similarity 

between the temperature dependence of the correlated number fluctua

tions and that of the specific heat* 

Finally, we remind the reader that these results have been de

rived with an approximation to the conditional pair correlation func

tion C,v> • This approximation seems to work well for high tem-

peratures, but may not be appropriate for low temperatures, points of 

change of phase, or anisotropic media* Further, in any of these cases, 

anomalous fluctuations may occur at points where the interaction under

goes a resonance* 



CHAPTER 9 

THE FLUCTUATION DISSIPATION THEOREM 

In this chapter, we slightly modify our general expression for 

the fluctuations in number density per unit time so that it becomes an 

expression for energy fluctuations per unit time. The results of this 

procedure will lead quite naturally to a general expression of the 

13 
fluctuation dissipation theorem or generalized Nyquist theorem* 

We begin by recalling that the number density fluctuation ex

pression actually represents the mean number of correlated pairs of 

transitions that take place within a system per unit time* The par-

tioles involved in these transitions have some energy, so that if, 

before performing the sums, we modify the fluctuation expression by in

serting twice the energy of the initial state, we will have an expres

sion for the mean correlated energy fluctuation per unit time* The 

reason for including the factor two is that we are considering fluc

tuation involving pairs of particles, each having the same energy* The 

mean correlated energy fluctuation per unit time per particle, obtained 

by modifying (104), is 

(4£) = zjc/r^ a QA/ M ££IHj l(£m_ett;%»jG{rcp 
J y»t<\ * 

(132) 
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However, this is simply the power fluctuation 

4 P » (133) 
T . 

We will now restrict ourselves to the consideration of voltage 

fluctuations in the solid state, and make use of the relation involving 

the power spectrum 

4P(U) = 

or 

(^^<uo) ̂  (134) 

where represents the losses in the system. 

The High Temperature Region 

For the high temperature region, the fluctuations are caused 

mainly by scattering processes, so that the integration over the corre

lation length proceeds exactly as it did for the case of phonon number 

fluctuations* The result is 

*2. < E-.W-.*') T- (135> 
m i 

where L is the sample length. To obtain an expression for the mean 

square voltage fluctuations, we will multiply (135) by , the dis

sipation per particle. Then, for the total mean square voltage fluctu

ations over the entire system of length L , it is necessary to multi

ply by t\J0 t the number of particles in the sample, and integrate over 
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the frequency u> > 

(AV/ ~ E^( +') c , (136) 
>n 

where f? - k| ,/. 
'Hu)> l yloXl*S) 

The sum on the index vn can be considered separately* Using 

the standard approximation that the system of partioles behaves like a 

set of uncoupled harmonic oscillators, we have 

-1SM a = _  e  
2 (137) 

and 

*W 
(138) 

Then 

v c / v -*$?(*+£) \ (139) 

Vvi tv| 

- (2  S / "A i rJ  V(  s/iAg +  1 

In the limit of high temperature, this becomes 

Li** Y n* f ~ tii? -r h,.Z, a» fc- ~ 7 . (iw) 

Finally, we write the density of the states in the linear form 

ft*--* ° * iik (HI) 



because we are interested only in pbonon pair correlations along the 

direction determined by the two probes that measure the voltage fluc

tuations* 

Putting these together, we obtain the expression for mean 

square voltage fluctuations as 

(Av)* = (14a) 

We have, for the moment, refrained from taking the high temper

ature limit of the phonon number density because we wish to compare 

this result with the result of Callen and Welton,^ from which it dif

fers only slightly. They write the term in brackets as • 

However, in light of the other high temperature approximations already 

made, it is inappropriate not to take a similar limit on the bracket 

term. Taking the limit results in the well-known Nyquist relation, 

The Low Temperature Region 

If we are interested in the voltage fluctuations at low temper

ature, we must recall that annihilation and creation processes dominate 

in this temperature region, and proceed in a manner similar to that 

used for low temperature phonon number fluctuations. On completion of 

the integration over the correlation length, the voltage fluctuations 
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at low temperature become 

"^«fer-(Ste<'sd +
s^*fc 

"• UU) 

•5*0 

N e " 
T~>o 

We take the low temperature approximation of these terms in the 

following manner 

kI . 
tua?) 

and 

while 

and, of course, it is intended that the low temperature limit of 

be taken also. When T-=» o , we get the following approximate expression 

for the low temperature mean square voltage fluctuations 

CP 
_ Z±£ -

e  < T + ^ c  < T  
^ . (145) 

The first term in the brackets arises from fluotuations caused by the 

zero point energy and the second from the higher energy levels in the 

harmonic oscillators. Significantly, the second term decreases faster 

than the first term as the temperature goes to zero. If the dissipa-

tive term RluS) is reasonably well-behaved, the mean square voltage 

fluctuations vanish as the temperature vanishes. 

One final observation: It has been implicitly assumed through

out this section that the conditional probability of encountering two 

particles within the allotted correlation time is unity. This seems 
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like a reasonable assumption at normal room temperatures* But it may 

not be so at low temperatures or points of changes of phase or, for 

that matter, any system that is highly ordered in coordinate space* In 

such highly ordered systems, it may be possible for phonons to propa

gate long distances in certain directions without ever interacting with 

a particle* Such a system would show an anomalous fluctuation dissi

pation relation and also an anomalous specific heat* 



CHAPTER 10 

CORRELATED PAIR FLUCTUATIONS IN A SIMPLE TWO LEVEL COUPLED SYSTEM 

In this chapter, we investigate the correlated pair fluctua

tions in a system in which there is a common agent coupling all of the 

particles. The prototype system we have in mind is one composed of a 

collection of magnetic dipoles and subjected to a magnetic field. In 

order to keep the problem simple, the dipoles will be allowed only two 

directions in coordinate space, up and down along the Z axis, which 

will be denoted by + and respectively. We will not consider the 

other types of fluctuations that occur simultaneously with the magnetic 

fluctuations. 

Before calculating the number density fluctuations it is first 

necessary to have some notion of the type of interaction Hamiltonian 

which couples the particles and causes them to change their orienta

tion. We propose the following form for this interaction, since it has 

the appropriate properties and is simple: 

5.) > (M6) 

where determines the range of the interaction, is the -z 

component of the magnetio induction, and a is the magnetic dipole 

moment. The operators S+ and S_ are the usual raising and lowering 
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operators, defined by 

S+= 5* + 
5-" 5*~<" St 

so that 

<+|S,l-> = <+!+>- I 

while 

<+IS,l+>= 0= <-ls,|-> . 

Similar rules hold for the lowering operator S_ . 

In keeping with earlier assumptions, we are assuming that the 

fluctuations are due not to fluctuations in the occupation probabili

ties Of and , or to fluctuations in the space correlation function 

» ^ut to fluctuations in the number of particles that inter

act* This has a general validity for most macroscopic systems because 

typically (<4A//~ A/e where N„» I • With such a large number of 

particles, the state occupancy values will fluctuate very little from 

their average values. 

Taking into account only the two terms that can be seen by an 

external observer, we can write the number of correlated pair fluctua

tions as 

(147) 

Since we are dealing with particles, we can write 

(148) 
and 

(149) 



Because N/0 is a large number ( N/0~ ̂  ),an excellent approxi

mation even at fairly low temperatures is 

~ (150) 

Letting t an^ assuming that the system is homogeneous and 

isotropic, we find that the number of correlated pair fluctuations re

duces to 

~
1 X  a*v a« ^ T1  ^ ( $ ( £

<^ . 
J 

(151) 

Let us further restrict the problem to the situation in which 

there is no external magnetic induction,.so that the only induction is 

that generated by the alignment of the particles* magnetic dipole mo

ments 

Be = -« (152) 

and to an excellent approximation 

d _ c 
°w . (153) 

Substituting this into the above equation and doing the sum, which is 

readily accomplished since it has only two equal terms, we obtain for 

the number of correlated pair fluctuations 

(W>J f I W.f. 

(154) 

At the moment, we are interested in the temperature behavior 

of the correlated pair fluctuations, which we will assume is solely 
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contained in the particle occupation probabilities Q-+ and • We 

will continue to write these terms explicitly* The remainder will be 

lumped under the symbol P « We note, however, that 

rc * ̂  (155) 

since it is approximately the ratio of the correlation volume to the 

system volume* The correlated pair fluctuation expression can then be 

rewritten as 

r. ass) 

We restrict the system once more by allowing only equilibrium 

conditions* Then 

ot+=A 

m By. 
Tt 

and 

-><3 
— KT 

iJE* M. &g 
KT tST 

while 

Z K t *= e -f e 

The number of correlated pair fluctuations per unit time becomes 
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At low temperatures, but still subject to the conditions that 

KI = M , 

the correlated pair fluctuations decrease exponentially with decreasing 

temperatures 

777n* - * —« 
 ̂= e *T r . (156) 

For the temperature range in which G_ s / , it is necessary to take 

into acoount the fact that the approximation of equation (150) no 

longer holds, and that 

hi = N +1 = a. •*1 . 
~(f) ~<o) 

The fluctuations then become, for this case, 

**• / -o t 
•  J L I / / S » "  U  - -

M? e W T + frAe "-e "V r 

z' • (159) 

Finally, in the temperature range where / , the exponential de

crease of the correlated pair fluctuations with decreasing temperature 

resumes, but now as 

£ J M 
M) e  

JLM 
KT •ft (160) 

At high temperatures there is a point, the Curie temperature, 

where the magnetic field vanishes and with it the correlated pair fluc

tuations* In this simple model, it readily follows that 

T — ^ 
'« k . (161) 
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A plot of the quantity Q.+ &_ (Q+ _0»-) versus the dimensionless quan

tity -i£- is given in Figure 5* It shows an exponential increase up to 
u 

about a ratio of ^ , followed by a sharp decrease that rapidly 
C  

goes to zero as •=. approaches unity. It is significant that fluctu-
•c 

ations do vanish at the Curie temperature since classical thermodynam

ics predicts that infinite or, at least, vexy large fluctuations should 

occurAccording to J. J. Brophy,"^ as of 1965 there had been no 

experimental observations of fluctuations occurring at the Curie tem

perature of a magnet, although it is not made clear whether none have 

been attempted or that the measurements yielded a negative result* 

However, extensive noise measurements have been made on mag

netic material and also on ferroelectric material. In the case of 

ferroelectrics, the noise goes to a minimum at the Curie temperature*^ 

This provides only a qualified support for our theory because of the 

difference between the ferroelectric interaction and the magnetic in

teraction* 

The Barkhausen Effect 

We will now consider correlated pair fluctuations that occur in 

a simple two state system which is subjected to a constant external 

magnetic induction* The number of correlated pair fluctuations, as ob

tained from (151), is 
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Pig. 5* A plot of the quantity 0.' fl_ (&•*- (L) versus the 
ratio of the temperature T to the Curie temperature • 
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since 

8, = 0. 
'<«) 

for a constant external induction* Let the system be held in thermo

dynamic equilibrium* The number of correlated pairs per unit time is 

then 

(AN)* _ 3* r 
/ 8̂ . ty i 

U ̂  + e KTy (163) 

where 

(164) r - v A i V f | ^ r /C tv ,A 

and contains all the terms not dependent on 3 , but which may be 

weakly dependent on T because of thermal expansion. In the region of 

high magnetic induction or low temperature, 

-

*rr « / 

so that 

(ANi)* z < 

— * % e F (165) 

From equation (163) and (165) we see that as the magnetic induction in

creases from zero to some large value, the number of correlated pair 

fluctuations per unit time first increases approximately as the square 

of the magnetic induction, reaches a maximum, and then falls to zero in 

a modified exponential manner* 

We are currently unaware of any experimental data with which to 

directly compare this prediction* However, it is possible to obtain 



some indirect experimental verification for this prediction through an 

examination of the Barkhausen Effect.*^ The Barldiausen Effect de

scribes the small, sudden changes in the magnetic moment which occur in 

a ferromagnetic substance when it is subjected to a changing external 

magnetic induction* Usually this phenomena is attributable to the sud

den growth of the magnetic domains in the material* We can interpret 

this growth of domains in terms of the fluctuations of the microscopic 

magnetic moments* Due to the changing magnetic induction, those micro

scopic magnetic moment fluctuations that tend to align themselves in 

the direction of the change outnumber those that go in the opposite di

rection* This produces a net change in the size and orientation of the 

macroscopic magnetic domains and thus can account for the Barkhausen 

Effect* 

Because the magnetic induction is changing, the system does not 

strictly fit the requirement of being in a steady state or equilibrium 

condition* But if the change occurs slowly compared with the relaxa

tion time of the magnetic processes of the system, we can follow 

17 
R* S* Tebble et al*f and assume that the system is essentially always 

in equilibrium* In addition, we will assume that the term in the cor

related pair fluctuation expression that describes the fluctuation 

transitions along the direction of the changing magnetic induction pre

dominates over the term that describes transitions in the direction op

posite to the changing induction* If we neglect these latter 

transitions entirely, we obtain for the number of correlated pair 
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fluctuations along the direction of the changing magnetic induction 

Wf Bl p' 

*  ( Z C o s k ^ j  *  .  (16 6 )  

Since equation (166) describes the number of correlated transitions, 

the jumps in the magnetic moment of the material must be proportional 

to it because each of these transitions involves a realignment of a 

magnetic dipole moment; thus, 

A M *  K ( C " k ? p )  
* \ *T / . (167) 

Admittedly, we have made a number of simplifying assumptions to 

arrive at this expression for the magnetic fluctuations in a material 

immersed in a slowly changing external magnetic induction* However, we 

now have a tractable expression for the Barkhausen Effect which can be 

compared with experiment. The only experiment that we have found with 

18 
which to make a comparison is by R. H. Bozorth and J. M. Dillinger* 

They measured the average value of the longitudinal magnetic moment 

fluctuations in an iron rod as a function of the magnetic field 

strength. A plot of their results is shown in Figure 6, together with 

a series of predicted points based on the above expression (167) as 

indicated by crosses (+)• 

The magnetic moment fluctuations in this figure are plotted on 

an arbitrary scale, so we have chosen to scale the theoretical curve to 

agree with the experimental curve at the point of maximum fluctuations, 

ooourring at a field strength of approximately two oersteds. Taking 

into account the simplicity of the theoretical model and the 
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approximations made in arriving at the expression for the magnetio 

moment fluctuations, we feel that the agreement between the experimen

tal and theoretical curves is surprisingly good* 
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Fig. 6. Relative sizes of the longitudinal and 
transverse Barkhausen effect in iron.*® 

One major omission that we have made is that we have assumed 

that the permeability of the material is constant over the range of 

magnetic field strengths used in the experiment. A more exact analysis 

would have to correct for this. In their experiment, Bozorth and 

Dillinger also measured magnetic fluctuations occurring in a direction 

transverse to the iron sample. Our simple model does not include this 

effect.. 
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It is possible to predict the temperature dependence of the 

location of the point of maximum fluctuations by finding the derivative 

d ((&n) \ i _ jt. b x i m r 
7%.\— )"(' 4 Rrj CosA ̂  

' (168) 

and setting it equal to zero to give 

M T? = W) 

Hence, the magnetic induction that produces the maximum magnetic fluc

tuations is related to the temperature in a straightforward way* 



CHAPTER 11 

CORRELATED FLUCTUATIONS IN THE LIMIT AS T-» 0 

Wo will next investigate the generalized correlated pair fluc

tuation formalism in the limiting case as the correlation time T ap

proaches zero* By doing this, we will obtain a new insight into a 

familiar result* 

Up to now, we have been dealing with correlated transitions 

occurring "in two separate particles a distance ^ and a time T* apart* 

As T-*o , the distance separating the two particles also shrinks, 

until the limit is reached where the two point particles come into 

physical contact and may, indeed, come to occupy the same volume* In 

this limit, we must modify our interpretation of G-<y- ̂  , for no 

longer are we dealing with two particles but, rather, with a single 

particle* Mathematically, this can be seen by examining Cr ̂  y) in 

the limit as T-> O : 

(170) 

Because both coordinate operators occur at the same time, the 
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correlation integral can lie done as follows: 

LiS.[ = K 

~^+f&r./V<- '"I) 

The first term just represents self-correlations of the particles, 

while the second represents instantaneous correlations of the particles, 

with all the other particles in the system* 

With this interpretation of the limiting behavior of in 

mind, we will apply the correlated fluctuation formalism to the problem 

of a beam incident on a collection of target particles. Take, for ex

ample, neutrons incident on matter, and assume that the process has 

been going on long enough to have allowed the system to reach steady 

state* We need only consider one term of the expression for the cor

related fluctuations occurring among the target particles 

(172) 

We have left out the sum on the right side and included subscripts on 

the left side because we are going to assume that somehow the in to n 

transition can be detected from among the other allowed transitions* 

In the usual maimer, j Hhntj* represents the square of the matrix ele

ment of the interaction producing the transitions, and the proba

bility of finding a particle in the initial state vn • Further, let 

the final state H be a highly excited state not usually allowed to the 
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system partioles unless they have undergone the scattering interaction 

with the incident projectiles, and let the intensity of these projec

tiles be low* Therefore, N » which represents the number density 
>1 H 

of final state particles, is a small number* In many cases, the number 

density of particles in the final states can be most easily measured by 

observing some external manifestation that an interaction has taken 

place, such as a deflection as occurs in scattering* 

Now we consider the limiting case and examine the effect on 

(Ati f 
—• For the simultaneous correlation of one particle with 

other particles in the system, such as in the case we. have been consid

ering up to now, we have 

Li'vk GL Cl = Ci /,. 
•7--X) "Yrt U73; 

# 

However, for the self-correlation term, we are considering only single 

particles and we need only evaluate the probability of finding it in

itially in state «t once* Therefore, we must replace (173) in this 

case by 

Q. <X > 0. . \ 
tw t.o) U74) 

Further, for single collisions, only one target particle will be in the 

final state, so that ^v*nte->= I • Finally we obtain 

- v fK-J1 w vJ n-+\Ju/r] 
X (175) 

This result expresses the correlated fluctuation in number density, for 

correlation time f=o , as the sum of two terms* The first is a term 
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that evaluates the fluctuations in a single particle, and is just the 

transition probability times the total number of particles in the in

itial state. The second term gives the probability per unit time of 

seeing a simultaneous fluctuation of two particles by weighting the 

single particle transition probability with the conditional probabil

ity of finding two particles within the interaction range. 

The result also implies that what are observed as lifetimes and 

cross sections are, in reality, fluctuations or stimulated fluctua

tions. Actually, the possibility of interpreting scattering phenomena 

as a manifestation of a fluctuation is not new. Van Hove^* has derived, 

from the Born Approximation, an expression for the differential cross 

section which is essentially identical to that obtained by appropri

ately modifying the fluctuation expression ̂ forT-O. The im

portant feature is the presence of the term ^ (r) • Van Hove^ and 

Munster** show how this term appears in neutron scattering experiments, 

the Zernike-Prins formula for the scattering of X rays on simple liq

uids and in a number of other applications, none of which will be re

peated here. We will only add our own understanding of the: role of 

^ as the conditional probability of simultaneously finding two 

separate particles located a distance apart. This is perhaps eas

iest to visualize in the case of photons, where the instantaneous pho

ton number density about a particular particle may extend a distance J?c 

f** iS 
beyond that particle and has the probability f <jl d £ of including 

a second particle. There then exists the probability of simultaneously 

stimulating both particles. 



CHAPTER 12 

THE RELATION OF FLUCTUATIONS TO ENTROPY AND POTENTIAL ENERGY 

We will now briefly discuss the relationship between fluctua-

19 
tions and entropy* We begin with the definition of entropy* 

S~ V/ # (176) 

where K. is the Boltzmann constant,V is the volume of phase space 

available to the system 

W_ 4P 
(177) 

h 
and S is the number of degrees of freedom of the system. 

From the previous discussions, as illustrated specifically by 

(120), we see that the correlated number fluctuations are, among other 

things, proportional to the volume in phase space, 

(A N) «* W t (178) 

This leads to the familiar relation 

(AN) o< £~*> ^ (179) 

However, there is more to the correlated number fluctuations than just 

phase space* The fluctuations are dependent upon such things as the 

probability that the transition can occur, and the probability of find

ing other particles with which to form a fluctuation* This is impor

tant. because although a system may have a large amount of phase space 

available to it, the fluctuations can be inhibited due to a small 
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probability that the fluotuation producing interactions can occur* The 

entropy of such a system, while potentially large, can be held to a much 

smaller value if it is initially prepared in a highly organized, or 

otherwise unlikely, state* The fluctuations that cause the system to 

move from an unlikely state of low entropy toward the more random state 

of maximum entropy either do not occur, or occur at such a low rate as 

to effectively preclude the state of maximum entropy from being at

tained* 

We next discuss the two terms in the generalized correlated 

pair fluctuation expression that we have up to now chosen to ignore 

since they did not contribute an observable effect* We recall from 

the discussion of Chapter 5 that these terms constitute a continuous 

interchange of energy between the particles in the system* We will 

try to give more meaning to these terms, and show that for a simple 

case they can lead to a (r)1 form of the potential energy between two 

particles. In this case, these terms give rise to an observable ef

fect, but only if the physical configuration of the system is changed 

by varying the distances separating the particlea* 

We begin by considering a simple system composed of only two 

particles which somehow interact, the interaction being directed along 

the straight line connecting the two particles* The interaction is , 

carried out by some form of quantum: which emerges from one of the par

ticles, goes out to the second particle where it is absorbed, and then 

is reemitted back to the first particle, whereupon the interaction is 

completed* This process occurs continuously and, as can be seen from 
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the fluctuation expression, it conserves energy. We are mainly inter

ested in the pair correlation behavior and not in the details of the 

interaction, so we will limit ourselves to discussing the pair correla

tion function • This we will postulate to have the following 

form 

f _ <si 
ypr* (180) 

based on the simple view that if particle number 1 emits a virtual 

quantum, the probability of this virtual quantum being seen by particle 

2, located a distance r away from particle 1, is just the ratio of the 

cross section of particle 2 to the area of a sphere of radius r • The 

correlation volume element for this process is just 

' J (181) 

so that the correlated number fluctuations become 

¥ - k 
(182) 

where we have lumped the two oscillating terms into one* The first 

part of the expression simply describes the probability of a quantum 

being emitted. The integral over coordinate space gives the probabil

ity of the virtual quantum emitted from one particle finding the sec

ond particle* 

If we now suppose that these quanta carry some energy., then at 

any one time some of this energy is in "flight" between the particles, 

and can be interpreted as representing the interaction potential 



energy* The amount of this energy that effectively resides in the 

space between the particles is proportional to the number of the cor

related pairs of quanta fluctuating between the two particles* The in

tegral is elementary and in this way leads to a potential energy 

expression that depends inversely on the particle separation, a form 

which is often found in nature* 



CHAPTER 13 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Starting from a definition of an off diagonal statistical oper

ator! we have been able to develop a generalized theory of correlated 

fluctuations for the equilibrium and steady states. In the process, a 

set of rate equations was obtained which are invariant under time re

versal and lead immediately to the results of Boltzmann and Planck. 

The generalized expression for correlated fluctuations was derived from 

these rate equations and shown to predict results which agree very well 

with known experimental observations in a wide variety of applications. 

In addition, results have been predicted for which there are no obser

vational data, thus suggesting possible new experiments. More impor

tantly, few of these subjects previously had adequate theoretical 

backing. We think that the generalized theory developed here more ad

equately describes these phenomena. 

A subject of interest not included in this dissertation is the 

application of the set of rate equations to the description of steady 

state phenomena other than fluctuations. These equations, as exempli

fied by (26), involve the interaction matrix elements in a linear fash

ion. This is a significant departure from the usual rate equations for 

probabilities which are usually applied in this situation and which in

volve the matrix elements squared in the form of transition probabili

ties. The linear nature of our rate equations is due to the Liouville 
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equation. The fact that our equations differ from conventional theory 

is perhaps encouraging because considerable confusion presently exists 

in the theory of the steady state* It is hoped that it will soon be 

possible to compare the predictions of the linear rate equations with 

experiment* 
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